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performance, ceramics, 
painting, installation,
art-therapy, curation,
voice, murals



Mylasher works directly and immediately, unveiling what is hidden. She is inter-
ested in the threshold between subconscious and reality. The image is counter-
part, a gateway to the unspeakable, to abstraction. There is no need for a themat-
ic pretext where she is concerned. She believes in the intelligence of the hand 
over the intelligence of the head.

Mysticism, alchemy, and the dynamics of painting led her from object to abstrac-
tion. She uses trance as vehicle to travel into the subconscious. Mylasher’s paint-
ings are real and present. In years of practice, she has acquired a broad knowl-
edge about materials and different techniques of painting. Both the process of 
creation and the paintings themselves contrast the described state of our known 
world: the secrets, the inside empire, the dreams. Here deep transformation hap-
pens. Her practice includes painting, performance, voice, murals, installation, ce-
ramics, and a concept of an active, dynamic exhibition format that can be almost 
anywhere.



Beach performance: stiring in holes, with sweets, sirup, ice-cream, until everything is mushed, VB GxG w. Gallery Fist, 2015



“From April to August 2019 I painted in the forest, in the north of Leipzig.
I used Egg-Tempera and made the colors by myself with natural pigments, to 
wash out the brushes in the river.
The Insect Research Institute of the University of Leipzig gave me the opportunity 
to temporarily store the images before further weather influences and served as a 
base station.”
Mylasher 2019

























She works very directly and immediately. With soul. Her art comes from her heart 
and is highly energetic. Sometimes like a driven one, she has to produce. For in-
ner peace. She has a strong connection to the spirit world. She loves huge for-
mats and experiments passionately with everything that finds its way onto her 
canvas. Thus she sanctifies the moment and the remains of society.

(Marian Luft, artist) 



- FORGET TO KNOW -  burned painting, batist, texitle colour, earth, acryl, 210 x 120 cm, 2018   



- FORGET TO KNOW - (here in : WET, a Groupshow in Yogyakarta, part of - GATES - Series of hanging paitings  made from batist and textile colour)  210 x 120 cm, 2018



- FORGET TO KNOW - (here in : WET, a Groupshow in Yogyakarta, part of - GATES - Series of hanging paintings  made from batist and textile colour)  210 x 120 cm, 2018, Detail



- GATES - Series of hanging paitings  made from batist and textile colour, app. 250 x  120 cm,  2018



- GATES - Series of hanging paitings  made from batist and textile colour, app. 250 x  120 cm,  2018



- GATES - Series of hanging paintings made from batist and textile colour, app. 250 x  120 cm, 2018



-HEAT-textile colour on batist, 500 × 160 cm, 2018 



Work Documentation, 2021, River Elbe
 



“My paintings are real, they are present, they are a counterpart. 
They can be experienced. 
They are haptic, and THERE. 
Both the process of creation and the paintings themselves contrast the described 
state of our known world: the secret, the INSIDE EMPIRE, the dreams. 
Here happens deep transformation.”. 

(Mylasher) 



- EVOCAZIONE - Pigments, Laquer, Silver, Coal  on Canvas, 240 x 160 cm, 2016 (Detail)



- EVOCAZIONE - Pigments, Laquer, Silver, Coal  on Canvas,, 240 x 160 cm, 2016



- MISERY - Silver, Red, Coal and Orange on canvas, 240 x 160 cm, 2016 (Detail)



- MISERY - Silver, Red, Coal and Orange on canvas, 240 x 160 cm, 2016



- NOWERE -  Clay, textiles, bleach on canvas, 200 × 145 CM, 2017



























INTERVIEW
Mylasher in conversation with Susanne Burmester

SB: The unconscious and dreams were central motifs in surreal-
ism at the beginning of the 20th century. The attempt was made to 
enter new worlds and to renew art in this way. In your works some-
thing of it returns. “In my dreams I have no fear” is the title of one of 
your paintings. How would you describe it and how does it relate to 
the present?

M: I have always had many dreams and can make an inner map of them and 
navigate in them. Also during the day I have many daydreams. During my 
studies at the Burg Giebichenstein Art Academy under Professor Ulrich 
Reimkasten, mysticism, alchemy, archaism, abstraction and the dynamics 
of painting shaped my education. Experiments led me from object to ab-
straction. Professor Ulrich Reimkasten spent many years travelling to the 
Tarahumara in Mexico and also lived with them. (The Tarahumara are an 
indigenous people.) During my studies I heard Indian stories and was giv-
en archaic and shamanistic knowledge. Especially trance and ecstasy as 
means to travel into the subconscious, the realm of dreams interest me very 
much. You don’t have to be an esoteric to do that. I think that this is to a large 
extent psychology, like C.G. Jung has freed the realm of dreams and intuition 
from the grumpy corner of esotericism with his research. Jung also coined 
the concept of the collective unconscious, an area from which the same 
motifs emerge independently of culture, e.g. Animus and Anima as “person-
ifications of the unconscious”.

By this I mean that I have always cultivated and sought access to these in-
ner worlds. It belongs to me, and I believe it belongs to all people, but in a 
certain way we have forgotten or forgotten to find access to it and to make 
it a theme. In primitive cultures, it goes without saying.  The two worlds of 
dream and reality are of equal value and merge into each other, dreams are 
not dismissed as spinning but valued as powerful and important, journeys 
are undertaken to clarify or change things, to ask questions, to understand 
something. The laws in dreams are irrational and follow their own complete-
ly correct logic, which does not work with the logic of awake reality. 

If an Indian vividly tells the other that he has  seen a double rainbow, he is not 
laughed at and explained as a nutcase, but the other seriously follows his 
story. It has been scientifically proven that in sleep the brain moves towards 

the so-called dream consciousness, which is IDENTICAL with the awake 
consciousness. This explains why dreams are so real and can trigger strong 
feelings. Dreams are an experience like a real experience.

When  I paint, I usually find myself in an intermediate state. I act absolutely 
intuitively, spontaneously and not calculating or conceptionally. Because 
I often spend time in the world of the subconscious or travel there, words 
or sentences often come to me and onto the pictures, and one of them is 
IN MY DREAMS I HAVE NO FEAR. Surely it is a kind of knowledge that I 
have gained through my travels. Like the word CREEP, I have written it down 
manically over and over again, it always comes back to me. Yes, in dreams 
there is actually no fear. You can fly, you can do everything. Nevertheless, 
there are patterns. But through fear you can control people. All totalitarian 
dictatorships, terrorism and therapeutic investigations show that. You can 
only be free and act without fear. You can practice that in your dreams. In a 
dream everyone is his own helmsman, his own storyteller. 

SB: In your paintings you often use “foreign” materials that give 
them a raw form. This reminds me of Art Brut painting, which the 
French painter Jean Dubuffet introduced to art history after 1947. 
Can you do anything with this comparison? At this WWtime it was 
all about the original expressiveness, especially of the mentally ill.

M: Yes, I can do something with it. The more I paint, the more I can start with 
other painting anyway. There is no artist who is not influenced, we all influ-
ence each other constantly and always. Art as a virus, I once saw a lecture 
by David Elliot, an old curator, in Moscow. That sounds like a disease at first. 
Starting from a broad historical, geographical and political approach, he ex-
amines the production and reception of art as a process of how art ideas 
are (and have been) “virally” transmitted through and between cultures. The 
virus, a powerful pathogen of the disease and an important “innovator” in 
evolution, is a metaphor for how styles and motifs have been transmitted to 
express contradictory notions of “bad” or “good”, decay or regeneration. 

But of course there are things that affect you MORE than others that you 
feel related to. And yes, Dubuffet is one of them, andespecially his interest 
in the mentally ill. Here I have to note: on the one hand that I feel our society 
and a lot of friends are in part mentally ill. And that I have also worked a lot 
with severely handicapped people and mentally ill people, they artistically 
and partly got to know an unbelievable freedom or as you meant original-
ity in doing, which can otherwise also be observed with children. What we 



sometimes call mentally ill can sometimes also be a gift. A gift to see things, 
to grasp them, to make visible what others cannot do. 

SB: You call yourself a “process-oriented artist.” What does that 
mean and what role do control and loss of control play? What are 
the rituals that you use to make your paintings for? 

I say process-oriented, because many artists work exactly differently: They 
have an idea, and then it’s implemented. Conceptual art. I think that’s where 
art is used to show something. But frankly, I’m not very interested in that. 
What interests me is what happens intuitively, what happens spontaneous-
ly, what comes out, what is hidden (cf. what is borrowed), inner landscapes, 
monsters and gardens, etc. I am interested in the threshold between sub-
conscious and reality. The image is my counterpart and a gateway to the 
unspeakable, to abstraction. There is no need for a thematic pretext. I be-
lieve more in the intelligence of the hand than in the intelligence of the head. 
And above all, of course, my intuition and the perceptions of my senses.

The rituals in my studio are not only done while painting  pictures, they belong 
in my life like sport and writing and cooking. Especially in the studio I mostly 
do meditation and yoga before painting, greet all 4 points of the compass 
and draw a magic circle. This is good to simply locate oneself in the here 
and now and to open the space. There isn’t really much hocus-pocus in it 
- I think. Then there is the music. It’s like flowing through me, I see myself in 
many things more as a channel. 

SB: Why do you also paint with shaving foam, pudding, wood glue 
and other “non-art” materials? Do they primarily serve formal 
questions or do they also have relevance in terms of content?  

I  am not only a painter, but also work with different media. However, painting 
is something like my home, where I come from. 
Otherwise I also do performance, installation, ceramics, art therapy, murals, 
dance, singing and print and have a concept of an active dynamic working 
andc exhibition format that can be almost anywhere. I have worked in the 
forest 2019, actually I work in the swamp this year. Today I am still a paint-
er in the broadest sense, but detached from the classical concept of panel 
painting. I use various materials such as textile paint, bleach, latex, food and 
sweets, clay, wax and mud, plastic, chemical experiments and acrylic. My 
body became painting, I bathed in slime, muddled and stirred until only pri-
meval soup is left, I printed mirrors of watercolors, and since a few years I 

also make ceramics, which feels like home.

Here  in particular I want to talk briefly about the materials used in painting. 
Usually I make the colours myself. In years of practice I acquired a broad 
knowledge about materials and different techniques of painting. I think paint-
ing has something of a witch’s kitchen, I am an alchemist. I can determine 
what flows into the colour, into the material, which body, which transparen-
cy, which luminosity etc. it has. The materials are things I encounter. You can 
use so many things for painting. Shaving foam is often asked for, but it’s only 
there to make the colour stay so beautifully plusterig and get a shape. The 
mud of the river has its own colourfulness, which I am not able to produce 
myself, and also its own energy. Sometimes other things also come into the 
pictures, e.g. feathers or flowers. What just comes to me and I find. The pic-
tures grow like in a garden. 

There’s a great danger in an art practice which is as open as yours. 
There are hardly any comprehensible criteria for their evaluation. 
At the same time you expose a lot of personal and intimate things. 
The boundary between masterpiece and “smearing” is very nar-
row. When is a picture “ready” for you?

In the  past, I always considered it a dilemma that, unlike many artists, I can’t 
say so much about the pictures. The pictures just happen, how do you know 
that they are finished, is a legitimate question. What should they mean, how 
should they be understood? First you have to say: it’s not about understand-
ing, it has nothing to do with understanding. It’s about the unspeakable, as al-
ready mentioned, and I like to compare it with music: good music has a good 
sound, fills the heart, you breathe in the music, you live, you are touched. Of 
course, there are tricks or crafts that can promote this, but if art is only made 
that way, it has no authenticity and feels kitschy or empty. Authenticity is im-
portant, the secret is important. 

On the other hand, one can explain this with the presence of the pictures 
themselves: The pictures are big, because they are a counterpart. The term 
ANIMISMUS is here again a good approach, it means - in natural religions 
and primitive peoples - that all things  have a soul / a spirit that dwells within 
them. In psychology it is also a way of thinking in which people assume that 
inanimate things are alive and that they have essential qualities to attribute 
to them. Children represent this way of thinking in the so-called preopera-
tional stage, which extends from the second to the seventh year of life. 
I think this is also the case with paintings. They  are not simply a relic or proof 



of the process I am going through with them. They have an independence, 
a being, a spirit. But they are also like windows, like carpets or landscaped 
surfaces. They are themselves. 
Sometimes I go through a long  dialogue with a painting, sometimes they 
are clear and direct, sometimes magical. But they are all alive and have an 
energy. This is also what people often say about my paintings: they have an 
incredible energy. 

SB: It may seem like an escape to paint images today that seek the 
secret and allow subjective moods and experiences to flow into 
the painting process. Can you explain why your art is still relevant 
to current social issues? 

We live in late capitalism, I would describe our present  times to a large ex-
tent as believing in progress, materialistic, technology-oriented, fast-mov-
ing, competitive, mobile and dynamic. You want to experience as much as 
possible, and through permanent comparison with others, everything must 
be even more fantastic and better. Our values are influenced by social me-
dia and advertising. Young, dynamic, successful, equipped for anything. The 
widespread assumption is that there is ONE life here on earth, religion and 
spirituality no longer play such a big role. Yolo and Fomeo. 

To be honest, it feels pretty hollow and  empty! In „the lonely crowd“ „the oth-
er directed person“ was once described by the American sociologist David 
Riesmann as our human being today. To always orient oneself to the outside 
has a permanent feeling of inadequacy and loneliness as a result. Especially 
in the second half of life, however, the work on the inner self, on self-realiza-
tion in the sense of Maslow or CG Jung, on becoming human, should be in 
the foreground. I think there is a danger that today’s human being may lose 
his inner realm, his intuition. 

SB: What does your raw, expressive large-scale painting mean to 
a generation whose horizon of experience is increasingly deter-
mined by the cold screen of smartphones?

As we progress, we use smartphones and have them permanently around 
us. It has long been proven that they are addictive. The brain is already pour-
ing out dopamine the moment you pick it up to get a reward. Social media 
are supposed to bring people closer together all over the world - but only in 
theory, because scientific studies paint a completely different picture. The 
research showed that people who frequently use Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter & Co have a significantly increased risk of suffering from social iso-
lation. The possible consequences of isolation in the age of digitalization 
range from health impairments to psychological disorders.

This  happens without the affected person noticing, because social media 
suggest the ultimate social closeness through the almost voyeuristic par-
ticipation in the everyday life of others. The feeling of loneliness develops 
creepingly, while the ability to open oneself up to friends in real together-
ness is becoming more and more lost.

Today’s young people grow up in a different world than I do, who belongs 
to Generation Y. My generation was digitally socialized in the sensitive and 
formative period of its youth, knows the world before and after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall and has experienced 9/11, worldwide wars and crises and, most 
recently, the financial and euro crisis with devastating youth unemployment. 
Global warming, environmental pollution, Gorleben, etc. We know this be-
fore and after. We grew up with great uncertainties and upheavals. Nothing 
is certain, the future is bleak. 5 to twelve. We are called the No Future Gen-
eration. 

The curren t young generation with an affinity for technology would like to 
present something to the outside world, the striving for recognition is very 
great. A self-confident and decisive generation is growing up, hopefully 
more interested in politics and more involved than mine. I am concerned, 
however, that personality development is subject to image building. Social 
media and digitisation are becoming more and more physically intertwined 
with people themselves. Like an octopus, the digital way of life permeates 
our lives, becomes immanent. 

My works are real, they are present, they are a counterpart. They can be ex-
perienced. They are haptic, and THERE. Both the process of creation and 
the paintings themselves contrast the described state of our known world: 
the secret, the INSIDE EMPIRE, the dreams. Here is happens deep trans-
formation. The dangling man. I find it extremely important to cultivate these 
parts of us again and find access to them, otherwise we threaten to become 
just an empty shell of ourselves. Stay true with open heart & eyes! 



- VISION QUEST - Lifesize tent (dying hut), canvas, birks, 200 x 120 x 150 cm, 2017 



- VISION QUEST - Lifesize tent, canvas, birks, 2017 (Detail)



Mylasher allows for trance-like states and uncontrolled processes. With anarchic 
freedom of expression she seeks “aura” in the garbage and in what is washed 
ashore, in nature as well as in the universe of the digital cold. She assumes the 
role of a shaman and stirs and splashes, until primordial soup arises again. In this 
way, she overcomes the rigid stare onto the display, penetrates the cool surface 
and finds back to sensuality and meaning.
(Susanne Burmester. CIRCUS Eins)



- DRAGONS -  Work Documentation, 2021



- DRAGON - Glazed Ceramics (Installation), 2021



- DRAGON - Glazed Ceramics (Detail), 2021



Work Documentation, 2019



- THE DANGLIN MAN- Ceramics, 60 x  40  x  5 cm, 2019



- WHATS IN YOU - Ceramics, Flowers, Performance, Exibition View, 2020



- HAKU - Glazed Ceramics, Exibition View WHATS IN YOU, 2020



- COME 2  ME - Glazed Ceramics, Exibition View WHATS IN YOU, 2020



-BASTET- (left) & - WARRIOR - (right) Glazed Ceramics, Exibition View WHATS IN YOU, 2020



Details of  Glazed Ceramics, Exibition View WHATS IN YOU, 2020



- LIVE AND LET DIE - Glazed Ceramics, Exibition View, WHATS IN YOU, 2020



- WHATS IN YOU - Performance: Live Imagination Trip guided by Mylasher, Music by KIAN WIND, 2020



- DREAMEATER - Glazed Ceramics, 2020



- GOD OF FOOLS - Ceramics, 20 x 18  x 15 cm, 2017



- TREE GHOST - ceramics, 20 x 20 x 20 cm, 2017 







-TRUST UR INTUITION BE GUIDED BY LOVE - Glazed Ceramics, Series of 30 Bowls, different sizes, 2021









- TUB GIRL LOVE PARTY - Latex, 150 x 100 cm, 2014







GROUP (SELECTION)

2022 WUNDERKAMMER OF PASSING FUTURES (Goethe-Institut, Montreal, CAN)

2021  NYMPH (Chemnitz, DE)

2020 EUROPER (C.Rockefeller Center for the Contemporary Art, Dresden, DE) 

2019 GLAZED & CONFUSED (Fonda, Leipzig, DE)
  ME 2 ASHES (C.Rockefeller Center for the Contemporary Arts, Dresden, DE)
  DOUBLES (Kunsthalle der Sparkasse, Leipzig, DE)

2018  DRAWINGS (650 maH, Brighton, GB) 
  DYSLAND (Galerie AM180, Prague, CZ)
  WET (Yogyakarta, IND)
  MIETE STROM INSTAGRAM (Moritzplatz, Berlin, DE)
  JUST PHYSICAL (Boxclub, Leipzig, DE)
  SUPERARE SENSIBUS (Gallery Knipsu, Bergen, NOR)
  IN YOUR DREAMS THEY ARE (NOT) (Neuer Kunstverein Wuppertal, Wuppertal, DE)
  SUV (WERKSCHAUHALLE, Spinnerei Leipzig, DE)
  HYBRAXXX24 (Le Wonder, Paris, FR)
  WICKED ANIMA FUN (Galerie Stephanie Kelly, Dresden, DE)

2017  COLD READING #2 (Galerie CIRCUS1, Putbus, DE)
  SWEAT SHOP (Laden für Nichts, Leipzig, DE)
  HUMAN PRODUCT (WUK, Wien, AU)
  KUNSTMEETING (Die Schöne, Wien, AU)
  GOLDEN ASS (Laden für Nichts, Leipzig, DE) 

2016  NATURE 2017 (Lebenshilfe Leipzig, DE)
  THANK YOU FOR LETTING ME BE MYSELF (Gold + Beton, Köln, DE) 
  INTERNATIONAL TOPSELLERS (Messe Dresden, STORE, C. ROCKEFELLER, DE) 
  THE BLUE HOUR (FSC, Kopenhagen, DK)
  INTER MATERIAL SUBJECT (Ying-Collective, Berlin, DE)

2015  THE INTERNET IS PRESENT (Husslehof, Frankfurt, DE) 
  L’ENFER C’EST LES AUTRES (D21, Leipzig, DE)
  SPRINGBREAK / VENICE BEACH GALAXY X-GOLD (mit GALLERY FIST, Marseille, FR)
  WINTER BREAK / VENICE BEACH GALAXY X-GOLD (Ortloff, Leipzig, DE)
   LONG DISTANCE GALLERY (mit GALLERY FIST @ CAPTURE ALL / transmediale Festi-

val, Berlin, DE) 
 
2014  EVOLVER (mit GALLERY FIST, Slaktushet, Stockholm, SE) 
   I WILL TELL YOU MY DEEPEST THOUGHTS EVEN THOUGH THAT IS UNSAFE XL 

GFAME LIQUID HOME BOYZ FANTASY CANDY HIPPIE KITTY FLIPPING ROLLING WIG-
GING DANCING & BOMBING FOR LOVE




